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ABSTRACT
Catalytic polymerization of dialkyl-, alkylaryl- or diaryldiethynyldiosilanes cleanly affords soluble poly(silylene)vinylenes which can be shaped as fibers, films and bulk objects and thermally converted to silicon carbide.

9 Claims, No Drawings
POLYSILYLENEVINYLENES FROM ETHYNYLHYDRODIOSILANES

GRANT REFERENCE

This invention was made with Government support under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-82 awarded by the Department of Energy. The Government has certain rights in the invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to a route to organosilicon polymeric materials which can be converted to silicon carbide upon heating above 700°C.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Silicon carbide is a compound shown by a chemical formula of SiC and is usually produced in block form by reactions of SiO2 with C at high temperature of about 1,900°C-2,200°C. Its chemical inertness, extreme hardness and high temperature oxidative stability lends many uses such as in high temperature electrical heating units, furnace walls, mufflers, abrasives, rocket nozzles, automotive engine parts and turbine parts.

In order to produce a silicon carbide molding having a particularly defined shape, the above described block is pulverized, and the resulting mixture is molded and then sintered. Of course, it has been impossible to produce SiC fiber from the above process. Organosilicon polymeric materials have been used as ceramic precursors to SiC fibers. Polysilanes, R. West, L. D. David, P. I. Djurovich and H. Yu, Am. Ceram. Soc. Bull. 62 899 (1983) and polycarbosilanes, S. Yamagata and S. Doi in Handbook of Composites: Eds. W. Watt and B. V. Perov, Elsevier, New York, Vol. 1, Ch. VI, pp. 201-37, 1985, are used for this purpose, but multistep preparation processes as well as removal of salts have made these routes lengthy and unattractive.

It is a principal object of this invention, therefore, to provide a polymer that can be used directly to form fibers.

Another object of the invention is to provide a silylene vinylene polymer which undergoes thermolysis to SiC. This polymer could be used for densification of silicon carbide bodies.

A further object of the invention is to provide an easy, efficient, clean and fast process for preparing the silylene vinylene polymers in high yield.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a method of preparing polymeric ethynylhydrodisilanes in a single step, one pot synthesis. The compounds are prepared in high yield, yielding organosilicon polymeric materials which are white, soluble in organic solvents, and having a general average molecular weight of around 20,000. They can be melted reversibly and used to make silicon carbide fibers.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a process for preparing poly(silylene)vinylene (1) by catalytic self-hydrodolsylation of hydridoethyldisilane.


However, their polymer 1 was only slightly soluble in benzene. However, in 1965 L. K. Luneva, A. M. Sladkov and V. V. Korshak, Vysokomol. soyed., 7, 3, 427 (1965) reported different physical properties for this polymer (brown, soluble in benzene, heptane, toluene) and the related copolymer, 2.

In 1966 K. A. Andrianov, V. I. Pakhomov, V. M. Gel'perina and G. A. Semenova, Vysokomol. soyed., 8, 9, 1623 (1966) reported making poly(silylene)vinylene (psv) from a different route, namely a redistribution reaction.

These polymers were not characterized. Thus, in both reported routes to psv's, high temperatures and long reaction times are required. The present invention provides a fast, high-yielding, catalytic route to psv's which requires no added heat, can be conducted with or without solvent, uses only a single bifunctional reagent and requires no product separation step as no by-products are produced.

In the present invention the poly(silylene)vinylene polymers are prepared in an efficient route, using monomers with stoichiometrically fixed functionality, to give high molecular weight clean products in high yield, often as much as 90% or greater.
The polymers of the present invention generally have a molecular weight within the range of 2,000 to about 120,000. The average molecular weight on a weight average basis is generally around 20,000. The number of recurring units in the polymer will vary, that is "n" may be as little as 20 up to 500, but preferably will have an average chain length within the range of from about 200 to about 300 recurring units. Further details of the polymer, the polymer characterization and structure will be given in the examples.

As illustrated in the above equation, it is preferred that the reaction be conducted in the presence of a catalyst, particularly a noble metal catalyst.

Although any of the established hydroisilylating catalysts [e.g., (Ph₃P)₃RhCl, (PhCO)₃O, Ph₃P-Pd, Pd(PPh₃)₄, Ru(CO)₅Cl] can be employed, most preferably the catalyst is a platinum catalyst and as illustrated in the equation, the most preferred catalyst is chloroplatinic acid. The amount of catalyst will vary within the range of catalytic amounts needed to successfully produce the polymer, but generally low amounts can be used, as low as 0.01% by weight of the monomer. Generally, the amount of catalyst should be within the range of from 0.005% by weight of the monomer up to as much as 0.1% by weight of the monomer. 0.01% has been found quite satisfactory to achieve up to as high as 90% or greater yields.

The reaction may be run in the presence of a solvent or without a solvent. When solvents are employed the solvent may be any suitable inert organic solvent. Preferably the solvent is selected from the group of tetrahydrofuran, diethyl ether, benzene and hexane.

The reaction is exothermic and it does not appear to be either time or temperature dependent. It can be run at room temperature, for as little as 30 minutes. The polymerization produces a precipitated white polymer, which can be easily separated and dried by conventional techniques. The polymers are converted to the ceramic, silicon carbide, upon heating up to as much as 700° C. and the ceramic yields are uniformly high. Many of these polymers can be pulled into fibers. All can be cast into films.

The following examples are offered to further illustrate but not limit the product and process of the present invention.
wherein "n" is an integer of from 20 to 500.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein R and R' are the same.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein R and R' are different.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the reaction is run in the presence of a reaction promoting organic solvent.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the reaction solvent is selected from the group consisting of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the reaction solvent is selected from the group consisting of tetrahydrofuran, diethylether, benzene and hexane.

7. The process of claim 1 wherein the catalyst is a noble metal catalyst.

8. The process of claim 7 wherein the catalyst is a platinum catalyst.

9. The process of claim 8 wherein the catalyst is chloroplatinic acid.